Cybersecurity for
Healthcare Technology Companies

Rocus CyberFusion™ is the all-in-one
cybersecurity solution that ensures your
company is protected.
Cyber threats in the healthcare industry are on the rise. Hackers can access valuable intellectual
property and customer information, and tamper with networked medical systems and devices.
Increased connectivity opens doors to exploit patient data, causing havoc for patients and disaster
for organizations, which suffer from lost business, a bad reputation, and fines for HIPAA
requirement violations that can reach into the millions.
Rocus CyberFusion™ was created as an end-to-end solution to protect companies like yours from
cyberattacks, data leakage, and breaches. You can rest assured that your network and data are
protected and your organization is compliant.

Why Rocus CyberFusion™?
• PREVENTION FIRST: Prevent attacks, rather than relying on
human intervention after a breach occurs

• 24x7x365 SECURITY: Our SOC team detects, responds, contains
and remediates threats. You would need to employ 4-6
cybersecurity experts, monitoring all day, every day, to get the
same protection

• ALL-IN-ONE: Rocus CyberFusion™ integrates it all for you and
continually provides updates with the latest, most effective
technology
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• WHITE-GLOVE SERVICE: We provide “virtual CISO” advisory
services and real people to talk to when you need help

• AFFORDABLE: Pay one, low monthly rate
• FREE SECURITY AUDIT: Our team of security engineers will
evaluate your current environment and provide
recommendations

CONTACT
(800) 349-0976
info@rocusnetworks.com
rocusnetworks.com

Cybersecurity, simplified and affordable
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Rocus CyberFusion™ combines best-in-class, enterprise-grade prevention
tools, using the industry’s best resources to protect your organization.
•Endpoint, email, and
network detection
& response
•Intrusion detection
services
•Incident resolution
•Threat intelligence
& hunting
•White-glove service

•Endpoint security
•Email security
•Network security

•Security alignment with
business goals
•Strategic planning
& budgeting
•Quarterly reviews

•Security event
monitoring & alerting
•Log management
•Log monitoring

•Vulnerability scanning
& identification

Instant Visibility
Access your organization’s critical cybersecurity information, anytime.
CyberFusion™ includes a dashboard on your screen giving you
instant, by-user visibility to malicious activity, blocked viruses,
applications used, websites accessed, files accessed and shared, and
bandwidth consumed.
See where and what information your employees are accessing to
ensure data is being properly used and shared.
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